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Abstract

Popularity of wearable cameras in life logging, law enforcement, assistive vision and other similar applications is leading to explosion in generation of egocentric video content. First person action recognition is an important aspect of automatic analysis of such videos. Annotating such videos is hard, not only because of obvious scalability constraints, but also because of privacy issues often associated with egocentric videos. This motivates the use of unsupervised methods for egocentric video analysis. In this work, we propose a robust and generic unsupervised approach for first person action clustering. Unlike the contemporary approaches, our technique is neither limited to any particular class of action nor requires priors such as pre-training, fine-tuning, etc. We learn time sequenced visual and flow features from an array of weak feature extractors based on convolutional and LSTM autoencoder networks. We demonstrate that clustering of such features leads to the discovery of semantically meaningful actions present in the video. We validate our approach on four disparate public egocentric actions datasets amounting to approximately 50 hours of videos. We show that our approach surpasses the supervised state of the art accuracies without using the action labels.

1 Introduction

Use of egocentric cameras such as GoPro, Google Glass, Microsoft SenseCam has been on the rise since the start of this decade. The benefits of first person view in video understanding have generated interest of computer vision researchers and application designers alike.

Given the wearable nature of egocentric cameras, the videos are typically captured in an always-on mode, thus generating long and boring day-logs of the wearer. The cameras are typically worn on the head, where sharp head movement of the wearer introduce severe destabilization in the captured videos, making them difficult to watch. Change in perspective as well as unconstrained motion of the camera also makes it difficult to apply traditional computer vision algorithms for egocentric video analysis.

First person action recognition is an important first step for many egocentric video analysis applications. The task is different from classical third person action recognition because of unavailability of standard cues such as actor’s pose. Most of the contemporary works on first person action recognition use hand-tuned or deep learnt features for specific action categories of interest, restricting their generalization and wider applicability. The features proposed for actions involving hand and object interactions (e.g., ‘making coffee’, ‘using cell phone’, etc.) [Fathi et al., 2011a; Fathi et al., 2012; Singh et al., 2016b; Ma et al., 2016] and for actions which do not involve such interactions (e.g., ‘walking’, ‘sitting’, etc.) [Ryoo and Matthis, 2013; Kitani et al., 2011] are very different from each other and applicable only for the actions of their interest. Similarly, the features proposed for long term actions (e.g., ‘applying make-up’, ‘walking’, etc.) [Poleg et al., 2014; Poleg et al., 2015] are unsuitable for short term actions (e.g., ‘take object’, ‘jump’, etc.), and vice versa. We propose an unsupervised feature learning approach in this paper, which can generalize to different categories of first person actions.

Many of the earlier works in first person action recognition, [Spriggs et al., 2009; Pirsiavash and Ramanan, 2012; Ogaki et al., 2012; Matsuo et al., 2014; Singh et al., 2016b; Singh et al., 2016a], have focused on supervised techniques. Scarcity of manually annotated examples is a natural restric-
tion for supervised approaches. Getting annotated examples is even harder for egocentric videos due to difficulty in watching such videos as well as the accompanying privacy issues. These reasons limit the potential of data driven supervised learning based approaches for egocentric video analysis. Unsupervised action recognition appears to be the natural solution to many of the aforementioned issues. While most of the earlier approaches [Singh et al., 2016b; Singh et al., 2016a; Kitani et al., 2011; Pirsiavash and Ramanan, 2012; Lu and Grauman, 2013] can be seen as variants of bag of words model, we use convolutional and LSTM autoencoder network based unsupervised training which can seamlessly generalize to all style of actions.

**Contributions:** The specific contributions of the work are as follows:

1. We propose a generic unsupervised feature learning approach for first person action clustering using weak learners based on LSTM autoencoders. The weak learners are able to capture temporal patterns at various temporal resolutions. Unlike state of the art, our approach can generalize to various first person action categories viz., short term, long term, actions involving hand object interactions and actions without such interactions.

2. The action categories discovered using our approach are semantically meaningful and similar to the ones used in supervised techniques (see Figure 1). We validate our claims through extensive experiments on four disparate public egocentric action datasets viz., GTEA, ADL-short, ADL-long, and HUJI EGO SEG. We improve the action recognition accuracy obtained by state of the art supervised techniques on all the egocentric datasets.

3. Though not the focus of this paper, we show that the proposed approach can be effectively applied to clustering third person actions as well. We validate the claim by experiments on 50 SALAD dataset.

4. The proposed approach can capture action dynamics at various temporal resolutions. We show that using our clustering approach at various hierarchical levels yields meaningful labels at different semantic granularity.

## 2 Related Work

Most of the techniques for first person action recognition can be broken down into two categories: supervised and unsupervised.

### Supervised Techniques

In hand object interaction setting, Fathi et al.[Fathi et al., 2011a] have focused on short term actions and have used cues such as optical flow, pose, size and location of hands in their feature vector. In a similar setting, Pirsiavash and Ramanan [Pirsiavash and Ramanan, 2012] propose to recognise activities of daily life by detecting salient objects. Later, Li et al.[Li et al., 2015] and Singh et al.[Singh et al., 2016a] have adapted popular trajectories features [Wang et al., 2011; Wang and Schmid, 2013], from the third person action recognition literature. They recognize first person short term hand object interactions by incorporating the egocentric cues such as head motion, gaze and salient regions. Recently, Singh et al.[Singh et al., 2016b] have proposed a three-stream CNN architecture for short term actions involving hand object interactions. Ma et al.[Ma et al., 2016] propose a similar multi-stream deep architecture for joint action, activity and object recognition in egocentric videos.

In a different first person action setting which does not involve hand object interaction, Singh et al.[Singh et al., 2016a] show that trajectory features can also be applied for such actions. Poleg et al.[Poleg et al., 2014] have focussed on recognizing long term actions of the wearer using motion cues of the camera wearer. Later, Poleg et al.[Poleg et al., 2015] proposed to learn a compact 3D CNN network with flow volume as input for long term action recognition.

### Unsupervised Techniques

In a third person action setting, Niebles et al.[Niebles et al., 2008] proposed to learn categories of human actions using spatio-temporal words in temporally trimmed videos. In a similar scenario, Jones et al.[Jones and Shao, 2014] use contextual information related to an action, such as the scene or the objects, for unsupervised human action clustering. Unsupervised techniques have also been deployed to learn important people and objects for video summarization tasks [Lee et al., 2012; Lu and Grauman, 2013] and identify the significant events for extraction of video highlights [Yang et al., 2015] from egocentric videos. Autoencoders have been popularly applied for unsupervised pre-training of deep networks [Srivastava et al., 2015; Erhan et al., 2010] as well as for learning feature representation in an unsupervised way [Vincent et al., 2010]. Recently, LSTM autoencoders have been used to learn video representations for the task of unsupervised extraction of video highlights [Yang et al., 2015].

The work closest to us is by Kitani et al.[Kitani et al., 2011] who have proposed an unsupervised approach to discover short term first person actions. They use hand-crafted global motion features to cluster the video segments. However, the features are highly sensitive to camera motion and often result in over-segmentation or discovering classes that are not semantically meaningful.

## 3 Proposed Approach

Our focus is on learning representation of an egocentric video for the purpose of clustering first person actions. We follow a two stage approach in which we first learn the frame level representation from an array of convolutional autoencoder networks, followed by multiple LSTM autoencoder networks to capture the temporal information (see Figure 2).

### 3.1 Learning Frame Level Feature Representation

Instead of using a conventional approach of training a single large autoencoder, we use multiple smaller autoencoders, each learning a different representation. Our approach is inspired from boosting technique in machine learning, where ensemble of weak learners are able to outperform a single more complicated classifier. Additionally, training a large autoencoder may require large amount of training samples.
Multiple small autoencoders can be trained relatively easily with small resource requirements.

We use dense optical flow (for motion) and raw frames (for appearance) as inputs to train the autoencoders. We train separate autoencoders for each type of input to avoid confusing the network and do a late fusion of the learned features to get the final embedding. We note that, apart from using optical flow and raw frame, other type of egocentric cues, such as hands and saliency maps used in [Singh et al., 2016b; Li et al., 2015; Ma et al., 2016], could have also been used in our pipeline. However, using flow and frame as inputs keeps the model generalizable to different kinds of first person actions.

We divide an input sequence into multiple sub-sequences, referred to as a splice, of a fixed temporal window length $t$. The choice of window length is based on the actions to be processed. We have used a 2 second window for short term actions and 10 seconds for long term actions. Note that the splice (or temporal window) may or may not be overlapping, depending on the availability of data. Overlapping temporal windows allows to generate more, but potentially very similar, training samples from a video.

We divide each video into $K$ sets of splices, each containing same number of splices. However, this implies that, depending upon the video length, the size of a set in different videos can be different. Let $N = \{N_1, N_2, \ldots, N_K\}$, be the set of all the sets of splices thus generated. During the train time, we randomly assign a set $N_k$ of splices to each of the $K$ autoencoders. The underlying idea in doing so is that each autoencoder would learn features specific to the subset it received. Let $v^i_k$ be a video splice in the set $k \in K$. We train our model by minimizing the following objective in an unsupervised fashion.

$$\min_{\theta_k} \sum_{i=1}^{k} (y_k(v^i_k, \theta_k) - v^i_k)^2 \quad \forall k \in K$$

where $y_k(v, \theta_k)$ represents the output of stacked convolutional autoencoder with learned network parameters $\theta_k = \{\theta^e_k, \theta^d_k\}$, where $e$ and $d$ denote encoder and decoder respectively. Note that, though the training set for an autoencoder is a set of splices, the actual input to the network is a single frame (RGB or flow). Managing the training samples at the splice level (set of $t$ consecutive frames) ensures that the temporal adjacent frames goes to the same learner, allowing them exploit and learn similarity between consecutive frames due to the similar action being performed (ignoring the noise due to splices at the action boundary). We observe this empirically also, where the loss for the weak learners is much higher if the samples are chosen independently at the frame level (with consecutive frames going to different weak learners).

At the test time, we pass each frame, $j$, of a splice $i$, through each of the learnt autoencoder, $k$, and create a feature vector for every frame in the following way.

$$y_k^{(i,j)} = y_k^e(v^{(i,j)}, \theta^e_k)$$

Here $(\ldots)$ denotes concatenation operation.

It is possible that some of the autoencoders end up learning similar features, but we do not try to control it specifically. Figure 3 shows visualisation of the filter responses from our trained autoencoders. The responses indicate that our network is able to capture both global features such as camera motion as well as localized features such as hands and objects.

### 3.2 Learning Temporal Features

Most of the contemporary works [Singh et al., 2016a; Kitani et al., 2011; Pirsavash and Ramanan, 2012; Lu and Grauman, 2013; Wang et al., 2011; Wang and Schmid, 2013] on first person action recognition adapts a variant of bag of words approach, which most importantly ignores the sequential nature of the action data. We believe, the sequence information is crucial and use LSTM autoencoder networks to learn temporal patterns in the proposed model.
Figure 3: Filter responses from frame level learners. The left image is a filter response corresponding to RGB stream, whereas right image corresponds to optical flow stream. Response looks interpretable (detecting hands and its movement), despite individual network being modelled as a weak learner.

We use set of frame level features, \( f_i^j \), corresponding to splice \( j \), extracted from the first stage to train the LSTM autoencoder networks. Similar to the first stage, here too, we minimize the mean-squared-error between the input and its reconstruction. Once trained, this LSTM network provides a time sequenced embedding based on both the frame level features and the order in which they appear. Formally, the LSTM network minimizes the following objective:

\[
\min_{\phi} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{t} (R(f_i^j, \phi) - f_i^j)^2
\]

where, \( t \) is the length of the splice, \( n \) is the number of splices in the train set, and \( R(f, \phi) \) represents LSTM autoencoder with learned network parameters \( \phi = \{ \phi^{e}, \phi^{d} \} \). At test time, we use only encoder network to get a representation \( s_i = (R^{e}(f_1^i, \phi^{e}), R^{e}(f_2^i, \phi^{e}), \ldots, R^{e}(f_t^i, \phi^{e})) \), for the splice \( i \).

We further learn time sequenced feature at different temporal resolutions (see Figure 2) similar to temporal pyramids used in [Singh et al., 2016a; Pirsiavash and Ramanan, 2012; Ryoo et al., 2015]. Each LSTM autoencoder learns time sequenced feature at fixed but different temporal resolution and offset. The feature representation from each LSTM encoder network is concatenated yielding a coarse to fine temporal pyramid representation. Such features adjust the temporal resolution for activities being performed at various speeds by different subjects.

In the end, we use the K-Means clustering to cluster the video splices on the basis of features obtained from the LSTM autoencoder.

### 3.3 Architecture Details

The input to the network is a gray-scale raw frame and dense optical flow down-sampled to a resolution of 64 × 36. Prior to the training, we normalize the input data to be in the range \([-1, 1]\). The encoder network consists of 2 convolutional layers and 2 fully connected layers, followed by the decoder network with 2 fully connected and 2 convolutional layers. We keep stride equal to 1 everywhere and use 2 × 2 max pooling. All the layers have a \textit{tanh} activation function. We use the popular ADAM solver [Kingma and Ba, 2015] for the optimization. Unlike the large number of filters often used in deep networks for supervised classification, we use 8 and 18 convolutional filters, each of size 5 × 5 in the first two layers of the autoencoders. This reduces the number of parameters and keeps the training stage faster and simpler. This

![Figure 4: Example of first person actions we propose to learn in this work. As can be seen, the actions vary from simple ‘put’, ‘take’ etc. in a controlled environment to slightly tricky actions like ‘driving’, ‘walking’ etc. in the wild. Our unsupervised approach discovers and detects these actions in untrimmed egocentric videos.](image)

### Table 1: Details of egocentric action datasets used for experimentation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Classes</th>
<th>Action Style</th>
<th>Supervised SoA</th>
<th>Ours</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GTEA</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>S+O</td>
<td>0.68 [2016b]</td>
<td>\textbf{0.69}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADL - short</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>S+O</td>
<td>0.37 [2016b]</td>
<td>\textbf{0.39}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADL - long</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>L+O</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUJIEGOSEG</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>L+X</td>
<td>0.89 [2015]</td>
<td>\textbf{0.90}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

is also in consonance with our objective of learning multiple weak learners. The spatial representation from \( K \) spatial weak learner for each frame results in a 100 × \( K \) dimensional vector. In our experiments we have kept \( K = 20 \).

The LSTM autoencoder is a simple two layer architecture. The first layer is a sequence-to-sequence LSTM that takes the feature of a splice and outputs a lower dimensional encoding to the decoder, which also is a sequence-to-sequence LSTM layer that reconstructs the input matrix but in a reversed order. We do the inversion similar to [Srivastava et al., 2015], to avoid learning the trivial identity function. We use RMS-prop solver [Tieleman and Hinton, 2012] here. We learn a time sequenced coarse to fine feature representation with 3 levels of temporal pyramid. The ratios of temporal extent of each level are 0.5, 1 and 2 times of the splice size respectively.

### 4 Datasets and Evaluation

We have tested the proposed method on multiple datasets containing variety of egocentric action categories. We have used GTEA [Fathi et al., 2011b] and ADL-short [Singh et al., 2016a] for short term, hand-object coordinated videos, ADL-long [Pirsiavash and Ramanan, 2012] for long term hand-object coordinated videos and HUJIEGOSEG [Poleg et al., 2014] for long term videos without the handled objects. Figure 4 illustrates some of the the action classes that we cluster using our approach. Though not the focus of this paper, we have also experimented in a third person setup.50 SALAD [Stein and McKenna, 2013], to establish
the generality of our approach. We evaluate the clustering performance using popular clustering assessment metrics, normalized mutual information (NMI) and homogeneity score as used in [Yang et al., 2016].

We observe that the clusters from our approach corresponds to semantically meaningful actions and can be potentially compared with supervised action recognition approaches as well. However, we do not have a one to one mapping between the clusters and the labels. Similar to [Kitani et al., 2011; Poleg et al., 2015], we formulate the mapping problem as a bipartite matching or an assignment problem [Kuhn, 1955]. We have experimented with both greedy and Hungarian method [Kuhn, 1955] for the inference. The cost of assigning cluster \(i\) to class label \(j\) is computed as the F1 score weighted by population for class \(j\) when \(i\) is assigned to \(j\). We fix the number of clusters as number of distinct actions from the ground truth for these experiments. We also investigate different model parameters such as input modes, cluster assignment algorithms, etc. With the proposed evaluation strategy, our model can perform non overlapping splice level prediction. For comparison with supervised frame level prediction techniques, we assign the label of the splice to each of the frame in it and then compute the accuracy. It may be noted that the splice boundary may not be aligned with action boundary and does not give any undue advantage to the proposed scheme.

Table 1 summarizes the details of various datasets and comparison with state of the art supervised action recognition techniques using the suggested evaluation methodology.

### 5 Experiments and Results

We verify the semantically meaningful nature of the clusters produced from the proposed method by performing ‘cluster to class label’ mapping as described earlier. This allows us to compute and compare the classification accuracy with the supervised methods. Table 1 shows the comparison with the state of the art techniques chosen on the basis of the best performance in terms of classification accuracy on the benchmark datasets. We improve the state of the art on all datasets without using any action labels. Figure 5 serves to indicate that, though we make no attempt to temporally regularize the cluster assignment, the adjacent splices do get similar feature representation and fall in the same cluster. Figure 6 shows example frames clustered correctly and incorrectly with our approach.

![Figure 5: The top sub-figure contains error visualization for 11 activities of subject S2 from GTEA dataset. The bottom one contains a similar visualization for 7 long term actions from HUJI_EgoSEG dataset. Each action label has been color coded. Top row in each sub-figure show splice level ground truth and bottom ones show temporal segmentation results using our approach.](image)

![Figure 6: Clustering examples across various activities using our approach on different datasets. First three columns shows correct cluster assignment while the last column shows places where our approach fails to assign correct clusters. First row: ‘take’ action, last example is labeled as ‘BG’ because wearer usually performs ‘take’ with left hand while it is from the right hand in this rare example. Second row: ‘driving’ action, last example is confused with ‘sitting’ when the car is being refueled. Third row: ‘spread’ action, last example is confused with ‘put’ probably due to occurrence of an action boundary.](image)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action</th>
<th>[P.1]</th>
<th>[P.2]</th>
<th>Us</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Walking</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sitting</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standing</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driving</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passenger</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheels</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Comparing with state of the art on HUıEgoSEG long term action (left) and GTEA short term action (right) datasets. Here [P.1], [P.2] and [S.] refer to [Poleg et al., 2014], [Poleg et al., 2015] and [Singh et al., 2016b] respectively.

We also investigate the influence of assignment criterion on the clustering performance. It can be seen in Table 4 that clustering results and quality are robust to assignment algorithm, indicating the presence of natural clusters. Note that our approach does not make any assumption regarding the nature of videos and thus can be applied to non egocentric videos as well. This experiment goes on to show the universality of our weak learner approach.

Number of clusters in k-Means clustering used by our approach is an important hyperparameter. We observe that setting different values for the hyperparameter allows us to cluster the video at different semantic granularity. Figure 8 shows the clusters obtained at finer levels when action is split into action+object and action+object+time by allowing different number of clusters in our approach. The F1 scores obtained for the three levels are 0.55, 0.50 and 0.46 respectively. Such an experiment was not possible for other datasets due to unavailability of hierarchical labeling in their corresponding ground truths. We also experiment with an alternate clustering technique, namely self organizing maps and the accuracy on GTEA dataset improved from 0.69 to 0.70.

6 Conclusion

Data intensive supervised approaches are difficult to use in privacy sensitive egocentric context. In this work we show that our simplistic and modular design for an unsupervised deep network is better than the existing state of the art supervised deep networks for first person action recognition task. We would also like to highlight that an ensemble of weak networks outperforms a single larger supervised network in our task. Through our experiments, we have shown that features learned from the proposed model are generic, and can be clustered at various semantic granularities. The proposed work significantly enhances the applicability of first person action recognition technique in practical scenarios.
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